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June 12, 2009 – Mars Venus Coaching Adds First Coach in Louisiana

Mars Venus Coaching has expanded its international team by adding their first coach in Louisiana. Rachel
Bryant, Success Coach, has joined the Mars Venus Coaching team and will be based in Baton Rouge.

June 12, 2009 - PRLog -- Rachel’s business background includes 35 years in accounting and she
characterizes herself as responsible, skilled, confident, and competent; along with a very pleasant and calm
demeanor, and a positive attitude.  Rachel is known as the “problem-solver” who’s adept at efficiency and
time management.  She also owned her own business for a number of years.
Beloved by her two daughters and two grandsons, Rachel also actively volunteers with a local pet adoption
organization.  She’s very interested in giving back through all of her pursuits and she seeks to help people
in every area of their business or life.
Thanks to the principles and programs of best-selling author, Dr. John Gray, Rachel’s relationships and life
have been drastically enhanced over the years.  In fact, she’s received personal training from John himself.
 She understands that good relationships are the foundation of every successful business and every
successful life.  She feels privileged to be an executive, business, and life coach with Mars Venus
Coaching.
Rich Bernstein, Mars Venus Coaching CEO, stated that “We are delighted in our selection of Rachel to
represent our brand in Louisiana.  The first coach in a new territory is critical in establishing a level of
professionalism that sets the tone for that area.  I am certain Rachel will represent Mars Venus Coaching
with the highest level of ethics, competence, and compassion - keystone values that represent our family of
coaches worldwide.”
For more information about Mars Venus Coaching, contact Rich Bernstein at the Mars Venus Coaching’s
Global Headquarters at 702-835-9295 and visit the website at:    www.marsvenuscoaching.com
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